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SUMMARY
Capacity building in education innovation between the old era education and modern world education. Innovation process for education is a cycle of analysis through the era of the 19th century to the modern ways (21st century) of education. This iterative process is an era that has come into being and as the current system being emerge, innovation will occur in many different and more adaptive ways until the final product is completed. In this paper, capacity build for education innovation is basically focused on identifying the context-responsive areas of the role capacity building in education, the strategies intervention of the need for capacity building in education innovation. Thence, the sustainable transformation policies and strategies if applied the effect and level it will make our education system will tends to be efficient. This paper contains as well future vision about possible extensions of capacity building strategies in Nigeria which are as follows – I. Four Eras of Education a) The early education era • The independence education era • The modern education era • The 21st century education era. b) Female gender to education. c) Adult education II. Education Policy Outlook a) Teachers evaluations b) Reforms c) Political support system III) Leadership Development a) Right to education b) Grass root participation in education innovation c) Concepts (interviews inputs) IV) NGO a) Advocacy b) Skills and acquisition c) Individual support. Finally conclusion is drawn on how sustainability can be implemented and recommendation on what is to be done.